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In thi\ paper a stationary finite-state process is constructed that satisfies the $-mixing condition but is not very 
weak Bernoulli with rate O( I /?I). &mixing is implied by very weak Bernoulli with rate O( I ln), so thi\ example 
show\ very weak Bernoulli with rate 0( I /II) is a strictly stronger condition. 
&mixing* very weak Bernoulli 
Introduction 
Let X= (Xj)rtE be a countable state stationary process with X,: (0, M’, P) + S for i E Z, 
where (0, .PS, P) is a nonatomic probability space and S is at most countable. Let 
,n?:i, := cr(X, 1 tn < i < n) be the o-algebra generated by the X, with indices between m and n. 
Define 
4(n)= sup sup IRBIA) -P(B) I 
AE /CL RE /; 
P(A)>0 
Then X is said to be &mixing if 4(n) + 0 as n + x. The sequence ( 4(n) ),, E N is called 
the +-mixing rate of X. Another mixing property is that of very weak Bernoulli with rate 
0( 1 ltz), VWBO( 1 /n). To define it we need the Wasserstein distance: 
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p,r(P> P( IA) I:= inf 
At /I(P.P(.IA)) I 
i k a(X), 2,) dh . 
,=I 
In this formula cr: S X S --) W denotes the discrete metric, 5@( P, P( . J A) ) is the set of all 
joinings of the measures P and P( . IA) on a common probability space and the X, are the 
coordinates of the process under P and the 8, are the coordinates under P( . 1 A). 
Then 
X is VWBO( 1 /n) iff sup sup np,,(P, 0. IA)) <~a. 
A=“/(L, ,lErm 
P(A)>0 
The right-hand side is actually the strictly VWBO( I /n) -condition as introduced in Eberlein 
( 1983), but it was shown in Fiebig ( 1992) that VWBO( l/n) is equivalent to strictly 
VWBO( l/n). 
The rate of a very weak Bernoulli process was first introduced by Eberlein ( 1983) who 
used it to prove a central limit theorem for processes which satisfy a rate of 0( l/n) or 
faster. Dehling, Denker and Philipp ( 1984) showed that any faster rate was equivalent to 
i.i.d. Therefore, processes with rate 0( 1 /n) are still to be expected to have strong mixing 
properties. However, this depends strongly on the state space and the chosen metric: Bradley 
( 1984) constructed a VWBO( 1 /n) process with uncountable state space SC W, using the 
Euclidean metric, which is not even a-mixing. On the other hand Fiebig ( 1992) showed 
that for countable state space, using the discrete metric, VWBO( 1 /n) processes are always 
@mixing, $-mixing processes with summable &mixing rates are VWBO( 1 /n) and that 
for some classes of processes, for example countable state Markov chains, +-mixing is 
equivalent to VWBO( 1 /n) . For more background on +mixing and other mixing conditions 
see the survey article by Bradley ( 1986). 
The purpose of this paper is to show that for countable state space with discrete metric 
VWBO( 1 /n) is strictly stronger than &mixing. In fact we shall construct a stationary two- 
valued process X which is +-mixing, but not VWBO( 1 ln). 
1. Construction of a two-valued non-VWBO(lh) process 
Let ( E~)~= n + be any sequence of positive real numbers, 0 < .sk < 1, with the following 
properties: 
1 &oo=z, (1.1) 
k;) Sk=“? (1.2) 
c &;<a. (1.3) 
1. = 0 
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For each kE22+ let Zk:= (Zt),,,, be a stationary i.i.d. process with values in (0, 1) and 
with 
P(z;=o)=l-&k, P(z,r=l)=&k, kEz+ ; (1.4) 
the processes Zk, k E 22 +, are independent of each other. (1.5) 
Let 0:=((0, l]“)z+ and think of Zt : 0+ (0, 1 ) as coordinate projections for IZ E z, 
kEn+.WeshalldefineX,,:(t-,(O,l},nE~,asafunctionof(Z~),,.,kEiZ+inashift- 
invariant way. 
Definition 1. For 1> 2, n E z an I-marker at time n is the following set: 
E(n, I)={wEn~z~~-,-,(W)=0,Z~j-,-4(W)=0, 
Z,o_,_,( w) = ... =Z,o_,(w) = 1 ) 
z);-,(w) =o, z;;-,(o) =o, 
Z!+,(w) = l,Z!j+,(w) =o, Z!+,(w) = 1 I . 
That is in symbols 
. ..001...10 * 0 * lOl... 
i- 
/ np? II 
so 
E(n, I) Ea(Zj’(n--I--S<ign-3 or i=n- 1 or n+ 1 <-i<n+3) . 
In particular, the set E( n. I) is independent of Z!. This fact is used often in the following. 
Nowfi~asubset9c~,say~=(1,,1~,1~~...) with2<1,<1,<1,<... .Let Y=(Y,,),,,, 
be the process which indicates if we see an l,-marker at time n, that is 
y,,:n+z+, nEZ, 
Y,,( w) := 
k if weE(n, IL) , 
0 if wEfl\U;i,E(n, 1,) 
Y,, is well defined, because E( n, Ia) n E( n, 1,) = 8 if i # k. The process Y is stationary and 
depends on the choice of J. 
We now define variables T,, : 0 + Z, n E 27, where T,, indicates when the same marker has 
appeared before time n, that is 
T,,(w):=max(i<n(Y,(w)=Y,,(o)). 
So T,, is defined almost everywhere. 
We now have the notation to define the process X= (X,,),,tz, depending on the choices 
of J) and the Ed. 
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x,, = z(:;, - 2 
iff 3k > 1 with Y,, = k and Zk = 1 , 
z !l iff either Y,, = 0 or 3k > I with Y,, = k and Zi = 0 . 
Then X is well defined and stationary. 
Lemma 2. 
(a) P(X,,=~~Y,,=~,Z’:>~,=I)=~(~+E~) 
and 
f(X,,=lIY,,=k,Z;,,_,=O)=f(l-I~) Vk>l. 
(b) P(X,,=l)=i. 
(c) P(X,, = 11 Y,, =k, Y, =k, A) =P(X,, = 1) Y,, =k, Y,=k) 
wherel<n,AEa(X,li<l-l,-5) withP(Y,,=k,Y,=k,A)>O. 
P(X,, = 1 IA) 
=P(X,, = 1 \Z: = 1, A)P(Z; = 1 (A) +P(X,, = 1 IZi =O, A)P(Z; =OlA) 
=P(Z~,,_~=1(Z~=lrA)~P(Zf;=l)+f(Z~~=1~Z~,=O,A)~P(Zf;=O) 
=IJ(zf;=l)++(Z’,~=1).P(Z~,=0)=&,+~(1-&,)=~(1+&,). 
The above follows because of the definition of X,, and ( 1 S) and ( 1.4) 
I’(X,,=lIY,,=k,Z;,,_-2=0)=;(1-~L) 
is shown in the same way. 
(b) P(X,, = 1) =P(X,, = 1 ) Y,, =O) .P( Y,, =O) 
+ 5 [P(X,,=l(Y,,=k,Zf;,= l)P( Y,, =k, Z;, = 1) 
k=l 
+P(X,, = 11 Y,, =k, Z;, =O)P( Y,, =k, Zl: =O)l 
=P(zjj=l~Y,l=o,~P(Y,,=o) 
+ c [P(z;,,-2= 1 ( Y,, = k, Z: = 1) P( Y,, = k) &h 
I=, 
(This follows by the definition of X,, and (1.4) and (1.5) which shows that { Y,,=k) is 
independent of u( Z:, k > 0) .) 
=$P(Y,,=O)+ c [fP(Y,,=k).&k+;P(Y,$=k)(l-&k)]=;. 
/,=I 
(The penultimate equality holds because T,, - 2 <n - lk - 5, which implies that ZF,t_, is 
independent of { Y,, = k, Z,“; = I} .) 
(c) This is clear by the definition of X,,. 0 
We are now going to show that X is not VWBO( 1 /n). For this purpose we recall first an 
estimate for the Wasserstein distance (see e.g. Fiebig, 1992). 
np,r(P,P(.IA))> t IP(X;=l(A)-P(X,=I)( 
,=I 
where A EJ&, and P(A) >O. 
Theorem 3. Let ( F~)~ Ez + be a sequence satisjj&g ( 1.1) md ( 1.2) and let 9 c PU be an 
arbitrary infinite subset and define X as above. Then X is not VWBO( 1 In). 
Proof.Letn,:=-3andn,+,:=n,-l;-9fori>l. 
LetA,,,:=fl:i, ((Y,,,=i)fl{X,,~=1}~{X,,,-2=1)).ThenA,,,~.@’~~, andP(A,,,)>O 
Vm E N by definition of the sequence (n,) it N. We shall show that 
e jP(X,,=lJA,,,)-P(X,,=l))=+ 2 E,. (1.6) 
,I= I ,=I 
This will prove the theorem by letting m +x, because in the definition of VWBO( 1 ln) we 
take the supremum over all past measurable sets of positive probability. 
To show ( 1.6) we define random variables R,, which indicate when we see the first li- 
marker. that is 
R,:=inf(n~N(Y,,=i). 
It is clear that R, < = a.s. for all i E N. Now suppose 1 < i ,< m and P( Rj = n, A,,,) > 0. Then, 
using the definitions of A,,, and R, as well as Lemma 2 we have 
P(X,, = 1 ) R, = n. A,,,) 
Also 
=P(X,, = I IR, =n, Y,, =i, T,, =n,, A,,,) 
=P(X,, = 1 (Y,, =i, T,, =n,, X ,,,_ 2 = 1, A,,,) 
=;(I+&,). 
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Y,,=k fi {R,Zn),A,,, 
i= I 
( i’i (R.+n), Am) i=, 
i= I 
(This was because on ( Y,, = 0) n fly! , ( Rj # n) OA,,,, X,, = 2:: and is therefore independent 
of this set.) 
R,<n, f-7 {~,fn),A,,, =t. 
i=l 
This last part follows from the independence of X,, and { Y,, = kl n n :‘L I (R, # n} n& for 
k,,rn+ 1. 
So we get 
c I P(X,, = 1 IA,,,) -RX,, = 1) I 
,1= I 
= P(X,, = 11 R, =n, A,,,)P(R, =n IA,,,) 
+n} A,,, -t 
I ) 
m 
f( 1 +c,)P(R, =n IA,,,)++p fl {Rifnl A,,, -; 
,=I I ) 
= f .c fqP(R, =nlA,,) = 
171 
,1=1 ,=, 
,g $8, g p(R,=nlA,,,) 
,,= I 
171 ,,1 
=f C .qP(R,<m(A,,,)=j C E;. 
i=l ,=I 
SO ( I .6) is proved and therefore the theorem. 0 
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2. The +-mixing condition 
The aim of this section is to show that we may choose sets J C hl and sequences ( &k)kaO 
satisfying ( l.l)-( I .3) and so that the process X as defined above is &mixing. We will 
then have the desired example because this process was shown not to be VWBO( 1 /n) in 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. Let (.c~)~~~~ be a sequence with properties ( 1. I )-( I .3). Let J = (I,, I,,. . } be 
a subset of N such that the following hold: 
1 ,1+,>102,, forp>Iand1,>5, (2.1) 
{Y,#r) 
)) 
<I+($)” forp>l, (2.2) 
(2.3) 
Then X is $-mixing. 
Remark. One can construct such a subset J as in Theorem 4 recursively. 
The proof of Theorem 4 needs some preparation. We fix now a sequence ( c.)~~~~ 
satisfying ( ].I)-( 1.3) and a set J satisfying (2.1)-( 2.3) and denote the process as con- 
structed above by X. 
For integers II <m, let the set of thin cylinders be denoted by 
2:;::‘:= { {X,, =x,, )..., x,,, =x,,,) E&I;: JP(X,, =x ),,...) x,,, =x,,,,) >O) 
Let .@ consist of the set of events .ti E %“I,,, for some positive m and where A satisfies 
(a) -m,<i,<2 and P(An (Y,fO}) >O implies i,< -3 ; 
(0) -m+2,<i,<O,s>l andP(An(Y,=s])>O implies -m,<i-1, -5. 
In words, .&is the set of thin cylinders in the past, where each /.,-marker which may influence 
the future is completely contained in this thin cylinder. 
Lemma 5. Iffor each S> 0 there is an n E N such that 
sup sup C IQC) -P(CIA) I <6, (2.4) 
AE i/ k>O CE/ ;:+i 
then X is +-mixing. 
Proof. It suffices to show that as n + m, 
,~,~O,,ErO_,,~s~I;: C IQC)-P(ClA)l+O asn-7 sup sup 
’ CEC::+” 
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Case (i). A E X’?,,,, A Ed but A satisfies (a). Let A = (X0=x,,,. ., X_,,, =x_,,,) and we 
know that A does not satisfy ( j.3). This means that there is an i. with - m + 2 < i,, < 0 and 
an s,, > I such that 
P (A n ( Y,,, = so } ) > 0 and - m > i,, - I,,,, - 5 . 
So A is contained in (Y,=O] for -m <j< i. because markers do not overlap. Let 
A,=An(Y,,,=s) soA=lJ~~‘=,,A,.Notethatfors>l eitherA,=(dorA,E_d. 
For C’Erf’::+‘, 
P(CIA,,) =P(CIX,, =xo, . . . . X,,, =x-,7,, Y,,, =O) 
=p(Cn {X0=.%,..., X,,,-, =x;<,-1 I (X;{,=x,,,,..., x-,,, =x-,,,, Y,,, =0) 
.P(X,,, =x; ,,,..., X-,,, =x_,,,, Y,,, =O)/P(A,,) 
ecn {Xc, ‘4)>...> X,,,-, =x,<,-1 11 Y,,, =O) 
= P((X,,=x,, ,...> x;,,-,=x,,,-,}(Y,,,=O) 
=P(Cl (X,, =4,,..., x,,,- I =x,,,- I I) 
These hold by the definition of X and ( 1.5). Notice that in the final expression the thin 
cylinder which is conditioned upon is in .ti. Thus we have 
Case (ii). Suppose otherwise that A belongs to % !!,,, but does not satisfy ((u). Then there 
is an i,, between - 2 and 0 so that P( A n ( Y,,, f 0) ) > 0. Now partition A into sets in V’?,,, , 
say A = LJ A, where each Ai is in E?,,, and a3(Aj) satisfies (a) where cr denotes the shift 
operator. Apply case (i) to each of these A, and get 
From now on we fix a set A in ,&, say A EM ‘L,,, We fix p E W. We introduce notation in 
order to be able to specify the indices at which A lies in an l,-marker with k > p and which 
may influence the probabilities of events in the future, &“; We may assume that there is an 
i between - m and 0 and an s > 1 so that P(A f’ ( Y, = s } ) > 0. Because A satisfies (a) and 
(p) weknowthatforall -m<i<OthereisauniquesEZ+ suchthatAc(Y,=s]. 
Let 
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R:=R,:={r>pI3m, -m+2=zi=zO such thatAc(Y,=r]) 
and let 
a(r) :=max[ -m+2<i~O~Ac(Yi=r}]. 
So we have the following conditions. 
r, q=R, rfq * Yac,,(w) #Y,,,,(w) V~EA ; 
rER * Ya(rJ(w) =r VGJEA ; 
Y,(w) =rER VwEA =) i<a(r) ; 
Y,(w)<pb’w~A * i#a(r) ‘drER. (2.5) 
Nowwefixn=n,EFUandkEZ’. 
We want to define for CE gz+k the set of coordinates, M(C) which may be influenced 
by A. Let 
i,,=&(C) =min{n,<i<n+klP(Cf’(Y, #O)) >O} . 
If CEE’E+~ is such that 
sal,P(cn(Y,=s])>O - Cc{Yj,=s], i.e.nGi,-I,T-5, 
then let 
M(C):=(n~i~n+klCc(Y,~R}n{‘I;<n]}. 
(Remember T,:=max{j<iI q=Yi).) 
If CE17 t + k is such that 
3s~l,P(Cn(Yi~~==s))>Osuchthatn>i,-1,~-5, ’ 
then let 
Define a skeleton of C= {X,,=X~,..., X,,+k=~,+k] by 
n+k 
S(C) := n {X,=,q) . 
i=n,iEM(C) 
Remark. If C, C’ E E’:+k with S(C) =S( C’), so S(C) defines M(C), so that is 
M(C) =M(S(C)). 
Let 9 = (S(C) ( CELF:+~ ) the set of skeletons in E’zck. We define random variables 
forSE~:LetM=M(S).WedefineWi=Ws.A:Sj,fori,M.IfiEMandYi(W)~rER 
VW ES then 
W,(w) = -C Er if X,(w) =x,(,,-, , - -% if X,( 0) #x0,,, --2 
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(Here we have written A = (X0 =x0,. . . , X_n, = x_ ,} .) We consider W, as random variables 
on the probability space (S, P( . 1 S) ) . 
Then W, is well defined because of (2.5). 
Lemma 6. (a) For each SE 9 the family 
wS,* :s+w ) iEM , 
is an independentfamily of random cariables. 
(b) I~CE%?E+~ such that 
s>l,P(Cn{Y;,=s))>o * CC ( Y,, = s) (for i0 as aboue) , 
thenE[ Wf(C).A] =O, iEM(S(C)). 
(c) Z~CE%Z~‘” such that 
3s>,l, P(Cn(Y,,=s})>Oandn>i,-l,y-5, 
then 
with 
n + I,, - I n-l 
G= IJ (ZF=O} and D= IJ (ZF=O) 
r = n r = n - I,, 
Proof. (a) W F” is a function of Xi) s, and the family (X, ( s)l EMcSj is independent. 
(b) p(W;(=)J = E,IS(C))=P(Xi=x,(.,-2(S(C))=t > iEM 3 
by Lemma 2.6. 
(c) 0~s(c) ncnD - OG Y,(w) =sp 1 
and 
Y, ‘P * XiJS(C)nGnDisindependentofXio--? foriEM(S(C)) 
* p( W;(c)J >oIs(c) ncno) =;, iEM. 0 
%=E’(n, k, S,p) 
:={Ceg”+* 1 S(C)cG; l--6< n (l+Ws’C’,A(~))~l+SV~~~ 
iEM > 
Then for p big enough 
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( 1 
tJg 31-6. 
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Proof. Let 
E?+:={CE~‘ls>l, P(Cn{Yj=s))~o~n~i-~,_5) 
and 
V=%\E?-‘, 
thenforCE$?‘+andC’with,S(C)=S(C’) wehaveC’Eg+,so 
&+ p(c) 
= c;+ p( ;=GC) (x,=~,ljso).Pts(c), 
= c c 
1 +=‘SE / 13CE/ +:s(c‘)=st (Ctr +,s(c)=s) 
‘( fl,., xi=xi 1 s).p(s) 
= ,-J+ P(S).P(i-2% n (l+Wyj<l++) 
r=A4 
(because CE % + a W :A is constant on C) 
(becausex-x’~log(1+x)~x+x”forx~( -.T, E) 
sothereis6*>0suchthat ICx,I<6*,Cxf<6*=)1-~<n(l+~~)<l+~) 
(by Chebyshev’s inequality) 
2 c PG,(l- + c d) 
SE , + r > p 
(because of Lemma 6(a),(b), ify, =r and E( WS.A)2=~z for SE.Y+) 
> (I- fs) C P(S) ifp is big enough. 
St / + 
Let G= U zzk-’ {Z’,‘=O} and D= U :‘~,~_,,,(Zf)=O). 
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with the same estimation as above, and using Lemma 6(a) and (c). Hence 
P 2(1-i@ CP(SiW) 
(where the sum is over SE %? such that there is C 5 G 
with S=S(C) CC) 
=(1-~~)P(GnD)~(1-t6)(1-(~)c-(~)‘,~) 
>(l-6) ifpisbigenough. 0 
Now define (similarly to &) 
27 ttk := ( CE %F 1 C satisfies conditions (y) and (6) ) 
where 
(7) n<i<n+k, P(Cn{Y,#O)) >o imply i<n+k-3 ; 
(6) n<i<n+k,sal andP(Cn(Y,=s])>O imply n<i-I,-5. 
Then for CE.!~:+~ we have 
M(C)={n~iin+kkJCc_{Y,~R)n(T,<n]). 
Also for CE 3’zfk define 
N(C):=(n~ifn+k(C~(l~Yi~p,Ti<n}U(Y,>p, Y,ER, T,<n)]. 
LemmaS.Lets(C):= ni~(M(C)uN(C))[X~=Xi}.Thenforull CE~FE+~, 
P(s(C) IA) =P(.f(C)) . 
Proof.Aisin._&‘soAsatisfiescondition(cw) andsoAEa(Z;: (s=Oandi<O) or(s21 
and i< -3)). Because CE.F~+~ satisfies (r) and (6) we have for i E M( C) UN(C) that 
either Cc ( Y, = 0) or C _C ( Y, # 0) U { T, > n) and which of these cases holds is determined 
by the variables Zf , j > n. This is because T, - 1, - 5 > n if Yj # 0 by condition (8). So for 
such i we have X, = Zp or X, = ZF, _-2 depending on variables Z,” all of which are in the 
future. Thus s(C) is independent of the past, s&, . 0 
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Lemma 9. For euery 6 > 0 there is a p,, such that for p >,pO and with 51,, , + 3 <n cl,,,, 
and for all C E Z?z’ k we haue 
1-36<P(CJA)/P(C) < 1+3S. 
Proof. Denote M(C), N( C) and ,F?( C) by M, N and 3 respectively. Then 
P(C(A)=P n {Xi=xiln n {X,=x,}n 
iEN ieb! 
i,IcUIL.I (xi =x; I 1 A) 
=P n (xL=xi}n n {x~=x,) (byLemma8) 
itlV iEM 
=P 
This is true because if i EN and j E h4 then Y, f Y, on 3 so Xi and x, are independent on 3. 
P(C)=P 
( 
n {x,=~;I s P n {x~=~,) sp(sj. 
I‘SN I)( rGM I) 
i, j E NO, i fj implies r(i) # r(j) . (2.6) 
Set for i EN,, 
n-3 
B;:= n (Y,=r(i)). 
I=zhrr) 
Then because of (2.1) and the fact that ( Y, = r( i) } E (T( Zp ) 1> 5) forj> 21,,,, we have 
P(Bi lA)=P(B,) 
We continue to compute 
n P({Xi=xi})gr‘lA) 
,ENO 
= n [P( (Xi =x,1 IB, fTjnA)P(B, jsfTA> 
itN,, 
+P( (Xi =x,] Ill; nsnA)P(B: ISnA)] 
= n [P((X,=~,])B,~~~A)P(B,)+P((X,=~~)JB~~~~A>P(~~)] 
i=No 
= JJ [PC(X =A, 21,,,, GT, <n](B, nSnA)P(&) 
i-EN0 
+P((X, =x,) IB; nsnA)P(B:)] 
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= p” ($yBJ +P( {Xi =I$) jis; ns”nA>P(s;)) 
(by Lemma 2(b) and (c)) 
These last inequalities follow by (2.2) and (2.6) for n > 51,,+, + 3. On the other side 
n P( (Xi =xi) IhA) 
2 ;go 1P(R.)=P( n 
iGNU 
(Xi =.?I 9 n P(6) I) iGN0 
aP( no ix;=&113 n P( IQ; 
l<r<p I 
(by (2.6) and since II>%,,+, +3) 
Next we consider indices in M, 
=P n {x,=xi)n n (T,=sO} 
,EM icEA 
+P n {xi=x,]n U (o<T,<~) 
,EM iEM 
(because T, < n on s) 
=P 
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n {x;=+} o<zj<n, n (~<Olnh4 
I’EM iEM\(j] 
(For n<lp,z, because markers do not overlap so if 0 < T,(w) < rr then ?;( W) < 0 for 
ClJE3flA.j 
= 
= n P((Xi=X,}(t9) n (It-W:) P rcM(1;90} 3nA 
rel?4 [( iEM 1 (. I 1 
Now C is a thin cylinder in ZYt+k so 
l-6< n (l+W;)<l+6. 
rtM 
Because 1 Wf 1 = E,~~~ and r(i) >p we get forp large enough andj=M, 
l-26< l--I (l+W:)<1+2S. 
ieM\UJ 
This implies 
Putting all this together and observing that 
P 
( 
n txtzxil 1 S+=P( Jf& K=xJ ) 3 
itN\No 
weseethatforplargeenoughandwith51,+,+3<n<l,+,andforCE~41::tk, 
(1-36)<(1-26)(1-(;)P),<P(C(A)/P(C) 
<(1+26)(1+(f)p)<(1+36). q 
Let FI+k be the set of thin cylinders in %‘z+k that satisfy condition (y). 
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Lemma 10. For every 6> 0 there is a p0 such that for every p >po and all n with 
1 .+2>n>61,,+1+3,forCE~~Ck and for D as dejined in Lemma 6 we have 
P(CjA)<(1+36)P(C)+P(CnD’jA) 
and 
P(CJA)>(l-3G)P(CnD). 
Proof.Write C=lJg&‘C, where C,=CnDn(Y,=O}, Cj=Cn{YjO=j) and C,+,= 
(cnvn {Y, =o)) u (cn {r, >p). 
Now CE@~+~ implies that for each j, l<j<p, we have C,E%‘~,~~,_~ with 
i,-lj-5251,+, + 3. Also C,, may be partitioned into sets all of which lie in some F?I?f 
forsome1~1~l,.Thenbecausen-l~n-1,+,>51,+,+3andbyLemma9wehave 
Note that similar inequalities hold for C,, 1 <j <p (Lemma 9 again) and together these 
give the following estimate for P( C 1 A) : 
P(CIA)= f: P(CjlA)+P(Cp+,JA) 
j=O 
< f: (1+36)P(Cj) +P(Cp+I IA) . 
j=O 
(We remark that C ,,+,cCnD’U U,,,CnDn(Y,,=j} andthesetsCnDn(Y,,=j] can 
be handled like the sets Ci, I < i <p.) 
<(1+33S)P(C)+P(cnD=~A), 
and similarly 
P(CIA)>(l-3G)P(CnD). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let S > 0. We observe that we may choose the same p for each A E s/ 
in Lemmas 7, 9, 10. Pick such a p with (4)‘~-‘<6 and pick an AE&. Let 11,+2> 
n>%+, +3andletk>l,+,.Then 
cEFn+k lP(C) -P(ClA) I ~36 C P(C) ~36 (by Lemma 9) , 
= n Ct,y;+k 
C If’(C) -P(CIA) I 
cEq+k 
= c P(C) -P(CIA) + C P(CIA) -p(C) 
P(C) >P(CIA) P(C) <PCCIA) 
< c P(C)-(l-36)P(CnD) 
P(C)>P(CiA) 
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+ c (1+3S)P(C)+P(CnD”IA)-P(C) 
P(C) <P(ClA) 
gP(D’) +36+3S+P(D’IA) =2($)‘~+68<76. 
This uses Lemma 10 and the independence of D and A. (Recall that %5’= 5?( n, k, 6, p) was 
defined in Lemma 7.) 
c IP(C) -P(ClA) I cEv\(F;+kuo;+k) 
zzz c C (P(C,)-P(C,(A)I,<lOG. 
CeF\(l~+kU?3~+x) j 
Above C= U C, where each Cj is a thin cylinder in E?z f k+ 3 and does not satisfy ( y) . Rutting 
these estimates together we have 
C (P(C) -P(CIA) I ,<36+76+lOS=206. 
CEV 
so 
P(glA) = C P(CIA)> C P(c)-20621-216. 
CEtC= CEY 
Finally, this gives 
C If’(C) -fYClA) I 
CEB;+' 
= ,& [P(C) -P(ClA) I + C IP(C) -P(ClA) I 
CBB 
<206+ c P(C)+ c P(CIA),<426. 
CEi- CSS 
We have shown that for p big enough and for l,, + 2 > n > 61,+ 1 + 3 that 
sup sup C IF’(C) -P(CIA) I ,<42S 
AE.M k>l,+l cEB;+k 
which implies (2.4) and proves the theorem. 0 
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